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All good things are always coming to an end .....and after 9 days of exciting chess the 2017 Australasian Masters GM
and IM Norm events are now history. The round robin GM Norm event with 4 Grandmasters and the average rating of
2500.3 was the strongest tournament ever to be held in Australia.
The 6.5 points required for a GM Norm was very difficult and even the winners did not manage to make that score! This
was our 5th GM Norm event and only once (in 2015) did two players manage to score a GM Norm (Kanan Izzat and
Max Illingworth). However this event gave invaluable experience to our top local players and talented GM Norm
seekers. We are planning to continue to create these opportunities for them.

Round 9 results

Final Cross Tables

The central game of the round had just started.
GM Anton Smirnov played 1.e2-e4. GM Vasily
Papin answered 1...c7-c5. After a long and
exciting struggle black managed to hold the
position and when all possibilities were
exhausted the players agreed to a draw. This
result allowed Vasily to maintain his half point
lead over Anton

Frenchman GM Adrien Demuth played a risk free
game and agreed to a draw much earlier in the
last round

The winner of the 2015 GM Norm tournament IM
Kanan Izzat wearing a very bright red jacket for
the last round lost to FM Karl Zelesco. Karl
finished on a very respectable score and missed
an IM Norm by only half a point

In the IM Norm event the last round was a dream pairing with the two leaders clashing.

FM Eugene Schon against Frenchwoman WGM
Pauline Guichard. Pauline played a risky opening
and allowed her opponent to win material and
later the game

Closing Ceremony......

Preparations before the closing ceremony.
IO Leonid Sander (Organiser) and IA Peter
Tsai (Chief Arbiter) checking the results
and prizes

Players and spectators at the
closing ceremony

IA Peter Tsai announcing the results

GM Adrien Demuth won the 2017
Australian Masters GM Norm event
on tie break from GM Vasily Papin.
They both shared the prize money

FM Eugene Schon won the 2017
Australian Masters IM Norm

The Australian Chess Federation
President Gary Wastell presented
the International Arbiter certificate
and badge to the tournament
organiser Chess Victoria President
IM Leonid Sandler. Leonid has
organized fifteen tournaments with
different International Norm
opportunities (10 IM Norm events
and 5 GM Norm events)

Its all over and time to go home until
the next tournament! We are sincerely
thankful to our photographer Raelene
Zelesco and DGT Manager Keong Ang
for all their dedication and hard work
throughout the tournament

As always all results, games and reports can be seen here

And the next day it was!!
On Monday December 18 twelve players and the tournament organiser took part in the 2017 Victorian Blitz
Championship with 4 GM's,5 IM's and 5 FM's in perhaps the strongest blitz event in our state. There were 61 players
from 8 countries participating and Australian’s youngest Grandmaster Anton Smirnov was in devastating form and
scored 12 points from 13 games to win the tournament!
Full results can be seen here

This is the end of this bumper issue and we would like to say a big thank you to all our sponsors and helpers without
them these events would not be possible!

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year and may all your moves will be the best ones!

